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A novel photovoltaic concentrator enables highly uniform irradiance
on a small number of efficient solar cells.

The maximum electrical power of a photovoltaic (PV) energy in-
stallation depends on three factors: the available irradiance, the
size of the systems collecting sunlight, and the rate at which
the device transforms light into electricity (the conversion ef-
ficiency). Developers can maximize the irradiance by carefully
selecting the site and orientation of the solar facility. But they
can only expand their sunlight collection systems for standard
flat plate PV devices by increasing the number of solar cells, at
greater cost. Here, we consider the advantages of an alternative
PV system that produces more energy without increasing the
number of cells used (actually, reducing it), by improving the
conversion rates. We also present a new device that may enhance
the commercial viability of such technologies.

Standard flat plate PVs1 (FPPVs) seek to maximize sunlight
collection using a panel whose surface is typically covered more
than 80% by solar cells. These both gather and convert light into
electricity, often at rates of <20%.2 In contrast, less commonly
used concentrated PV systems (CPVs) separate the processes of
sunlight gathering and conversion (see Figure 1). CPVs employ
triple-junction solar cells, in which each p-n junction is tuned to
a different light wavelength, to achieve efficiency rates of >40%.
Compared with FPPVs, the cells used in CPVs are small: the
cells’ area is 1/Cg times smaller than that of the optics entry
aperture, Cg being the geometrical concentration factor. Conse-
quently, the solar cell component of the system cost is also small.
However, despite these advantages, the technology is not yet
cost-competitive with FPPVs because it requires other parts that
are seldom needed in flat plate systems, and which can increase
the overall cost. For example, most concentrators only accept

Figure 1. Concentrated photovoltaic systems (CPVs) replace solar cell
plates with a panel of optics that concentrate sunlight onto a set of
small, high-performance solar cells, where light is converted into elec-
tricity. FP: Flat plate.

direct normal irradiance and therefore need unobstructed light,
or must use trackers to follow the sun’s movement across the sky.
They also require optics and heat sinks (which enable efficient
cell performance at reasonable temperatures under concentrated
sunlight). Furthermore, CPVs need to combine high tolerance
angles—the maximum angle at which incoming sunlight can be
captured—and high concentration, which requires cost-effective
parts that can be mass-produced. Resolving these issues may en-
able CPVs to be cost-competitive with FPPVs. Here, we present
a new concentrator for use in a CPV system that has acceptance
angles wide enough to compensate for some of these technical
issues, and could potentially reduce the overall module cost.

Our device, the Fresnel-Köhler concentrator (FK),3, 4 is simple
but achieves high concentration and wide tolerance/acceptance
angles. It comprises a concentrator with two lenses, one of
which is Fresnel in design and has a large aperture and short
focal length. The wide angles overcome the problems of lens
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roughness, form factor errors, soil on the optical parts, small
tracking failures, and assembly imperfections, any of which can
divert the sunbeam and prevent it from hitting the cells. The
very uniform irradiance on the solar cell, which avoids chro-
matic aberration,5 and its protection from humidity prevent cell
failure and reductions in power output.

Figure 2. Left: The VENTANA primary optics panel. Right: Glass sec-
ondary optics developed by the authors. Both optics units are divided
into four sections to perform the Köhler function, which enables uni-
form irradiance and color over the solar cell, while maintaining high
concentration and tolerance angles.

Figure 3. Left: The influence of chromatic dispersion of irradiance on
the different sub-cells is evident in a classic Fresnel concentrator, since
the electrical power is much more sensitive to the sun’s incidence an-
gle than the optical efficiency itself. Right: In the Fresnel-Köhler (FK)
concentrator the effect is hardly noticeable because of the well-balanced
irradiance uniformity, no matter the wavelength or incidence angle of
sunlight. During simulations the sun’s rays hit the concentrator’s en-
try aperture at 0.6◦ incident angles. BC, MC, TC: Bottom cell, middle
cell, top cell.

Figure 4. First results of the attempt by Light Prescriptions Innovators
and Solar Junction to break the world record conversion efficiency at the
module level: measured module efficiencies corrected for Tcell D 25◦C
(direct normal irradiance D 961˙ 1.5% W/m2 during the tests).

The first customized FK-based system was installed in 2010,6

and the first commercial model, the VENTANA, became avail-
able in 2012. The device’s primary lenses come in the form of
a 1�1m2 poly(methyl methacrylate) panel comprising 36 units,
which are aligned with 36 secondary lenses and the correspond-
ing cells (see Figure 2).

This system, where Cg D 1024�, attains a maximum electrical
efficiency of >32% (varying by ˙0.5% in a wide ˙10mm range
of secondary lens shifts with regard to primary lenses along the
optical axis), using a 39% multi-junction cell.7 We were able to
increase the module efficiency by a relative 3–4% using anti-
reflective (AR)-coated glass or high-transparency Savosil for the
secondary lenses. The measured acceptance angles are in excess
of ˙1

◦. The irradiance pattern on the cell is almost perfectly uni-
form, which prevents the drop in power output often seen in
Fresnel-based concentrators8 when they track the sun less than
perfectly (due to the deterioration of fill factor—a measure of
efficiency—and short circuit current, Isc/ (see Figure 3).

Light Prescriptions Innovators and Solar Junction, whose cells
achieve the maximum conversion efficiency reported so far,
are currently jointly developing a world record conversion ef-
ficiency CPV module combining their respective state-of-the-art
concentrator optics and cells. During tests, we calculated a non-
linear regression with a set of efficiency measures throughout
a day, where the peak of that regression reached around 35.5%
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efficiency (corrected @Tcel l D 25
◦C, see Figure 4). We used a

1024� FK concentrator, whose primary lens is manufactured us-
ing silicon on glass, while the secondary lens is of Savosil (both
the primary and secondary lenses are AR-coated on their top
surfaces).

During a two-year test, the FK has shown very high efficiency,
feasibility, and other practical advantages that enhance system
reliability. The technology may enable CPVs to be competitive
with flat plate solar cells once the device is in widespread use,
and mass production of its components reduces the final mod-
ule price. The development of an industrial cost-effective recipe
for manufacturing receivers (the assembly of cell circuit and
secondary lens) yielding reliable long-lasting devices, and the
achievement of a world record efficiency at the module level, are
the two main immediate goals for the next stages of this project.

The authors wish to thank the support of the European Regional
Development Fund in the early stages of FK technology.
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